Avid Nitris DX

Get accelerated video performance and
extensive I/O for Avid editing at a new lower price

Powerful, versatile, and complete
production—at the best price ever

The brains behind the brawn—
Avid Intelligent Architecture

Avid® Nitris® DX hardware tightly integrates with Media
Composer®, Symphony™, or NewsCutter® software and
your host computer—Mac or PC—to provide you with the
highest performance editing system available. Superior system
response, improved effects and playback performance,
and multiple streams of real-time playback are some of the
advantages of using Nitris DX. Its modern hardware design
enables you to easily integrate it into your facility, with full digital
and analog connectivity, tri-level sync, and HDMI monitoring.
And it supports dual link HD-RGB and full-frame stereoscopic
3D workflows too! With a new low price, you can have cream
on a milk budget—take on more jobs, work faster than ever, and
gain the power, speed, and legendary reliability
you need to grow your business.

Nitris DX features a modern architecture that tightly integrates
your host computer’s graphics board and multiple CPU cores
together with your Avid I/O hardware and software, providing a
single high-bandwidth, high-performance effects engine. This
Avid Intelligent Architecture is optimized, eliminating bottlenecks,
so you achieve highly responsive real-time editing, even when
using the latest generation of HD codecs—including HDV,
XDCAM, AVC-Intra, and DNxHD—in a multi-threaded effects
pipeline that’s engineered to take maximum advantage of the
host CPU and GPU resources. Only Avid makes both hardware
and software, ensuring the most efficient integration for optimal
performance and responsiveness.

As flexible as you are
With a do-it-all design, Nitris DX is fully
customizable, enabling you to install either a
single Avid DNxHD® or AVC-Intra encoding
module to capture and encode to these
high-quality codecs. Upgrade to dual DNxHD
or AVC-Intra modules to support full-frame
stereoscopic 3D baseband workflows. Or
install one of each to get the best of both for
greater flexibility. Plus, you can capture and
play out full 4:4:4 HD-RGB material using the
dual HD-SDI inputs and outputs. And with
more purchasing choices now available, you’ll find a Nitris DX
option that’s just right for your needs and budget.

For more information visit avid.com/mc

Nitris DX–Get accelerated video performance and
extensive I/O for Avid editing at a new lower price
Get the Avid advantage with these exclusive Nitris DX capabilities…
1. Protection on your investment—Nitris DX is
a platform designed for upgrades:
a. Recently added features include Dual
Link support, RGB capture, and dualstream stereoscopic full-frame
simultaneous capture.
b. It’s scalable to handle future formats,
protocols, connectivity, and other
emerging technology.
2. A fully optimized system—Do more, and do
it faster, as Avid Intelligent Architecture
squeezes the most from your hardware/
software system, having Nitris DX do more
of the work to free up more CPU and GPU
cycles. That means you get faster response,
more streams, and more effects to work with.
3. Real-time encoding—Get real-time,
broadcast-quality Avid DNxHD and
Panasonic’s popular AVC-Intra encoding by
simply installing optional modules.
4. Stereoscopic-ready—Nitris DX offers realtime, full-frame stereoscopic 3D workflows,
with simultaneous left and right eye input,
output, and monitoring. When paired with the
stereoscopic capabilities of Media Composer
6 and Symphony 6, you get the ultimate 3D
editing solution.
5. HD Anamorphic (thin raster) support—
When using anamorphic formats such as HDV,
DVCPro25 or XDCAM EX, Nitris DX takes
care of the resizing onboard, leaving more
CPU and GPU cycles available for increased
playback and effects performance.

6. Universal Mastering—When it’s time to
output your final product, save time with
Universal Mastering in Symphony, which
enables you to create multiple masters from a
single project (such as 1080i/59.94 and 30i
NTSC from 1080p/24 sources).
7. Ancillary data support—Easily integrate into
broadcast workflows. With Nitris DX, you
can capture and output ancillary data, such
as closed captioning and AFD, so your Avid
editing system enhances your pipeline, instead
of restricting it.
8. An integrated audio workflow—Forget
having to render sequences for the audio team.
With the Video Satellite option, Pro Tools
editors can sync your Avid video sequences
with their audio sessions and enjoy fullresolution video monitoring.
9. Easy integration into existing pipelines—Fit
into more workflows and setups with Flexible
Hardware Clocking:
a. Easily sync to different video and digital
audio clocks, including Black Burst, Tri-level,
AES, and S/PDIF.
b. Clock your audio output to a digital router
while capturing video.

More configurations to choose
from at the best pricing ever
Avid Nitris DX is available in two
different ways:
1. As a standalone interface that
can be added to an existing
Media Composer, Symphony, or
NewsCutter setup. This is ideal if
you’re looking to upgrade older
Avid hardware or add I/O and
acceleration to Avid editing
software you already have.
2. As part of a hardware and
software bundle. There are many
options to choose from, making
this ideal if you’re new to Avid
editing or looking to acquire
additional editing seats.

10. Easy audio monitoring—
With a headphone output
that includes surround
down-mixing capabilities,
you get accurate
monitoring to create the
best mix possible.

…and these premium features
1. Nitris DX is extremely reliable and has been
a proven platform since its debut, with
99.98% measured availability in the field.
2. Take advantage of extremely competitive
pricing; pay only $3,204 (USD) for fully
featured and specified accelerated hardware
when purchased as part of the Media
Composer Nitris DX bundle and get one year’s
worth of complimentary software upgrades!
3. Gain peace of mind with Avid Advantage
Support:
a. Get one year of complimentary
Avid Expert Plus Support when you
purchase Nitris DX as part of a software/
hardware bundle; includes 7 x 24 tech
support and one year of complimentary
software.
b. Get one year of Extended Hardware
Coverage, which includes advance
hardware replacement, when you purchase
just the Nitris DX interface (if you already
own Avid video software).

4. Get great flexibility in what you work with—
swap, share, or choose between working on
a Mac and/or PC, and connect to laptops and
desktops for location and studio work.

9. Get easy and flexible audio recording with
input audio pass-through mixing. For example,
you can monitor the input audio without
affecting the capture into Media Composer.

5. Monitor and output your work with ease,
thanks to high-quality hardware scaling:

10. Get easy and flexible voiceover recording
using the audio punch-in input with timeline
playback.

a. Cross-convert between 720 and
1080 formats.
b. Down-convert or up-convert between HD
and SD formats.
6. Experience an easy 24-frame SD workflow,
with Advanced Audio pull-down support for
multiple audio sample rates (most third-party
hardware only supports 48 kHz) and highquality sample rate conversion on
digital inputs.
7. Easily integrate into multiple workflows and
configurations with a wide variety of audio I/O
connectivity, including ADAT, XLR, ¼”, RCA
analog, AES, S/PDIF, and SDI.
8. Get great routing and monitoring options—
all outputs are always active, so you have
simultaneous synchronized audio and video on
all connections.

11. Monitor audio easily with hardware audio
channel mixing to headphones, or monitor
output when in direct out mode.
12. Have confidence in your mixes with great
audio monitoring flexibility, thanks to easy
switching between surround and stereo mixes
over HDMI.
13. Choose the set-up that’s convenient for
you—with its professional streamlined design,
you can rack-mount the box to organize it with
your other gear, or use it right on your desktop,
without taking up much space.
14. Increase your monitoring flexibility and choice
with the universal HDMI 1.3 output.

Nitris DX Pricing
Option

Price (USD)

Notes

Standalone, includes:
$5,499
• Nitris DX		
• One year Extended Hardware Coverage 		
(includes advance hardware replacement)		

New pricing is now less than 50% of the previous price. Works with
Media Composer/Symphony 3 and higher and NewsCutter 7 and
higher. This option includes one year of Extended Hardware coverage;
it does NOT include any Avid editing software.

Media Composer or NewsCutter Nitris DX
$6,999
bundle, includes:		
• Media Composer or NewsCutter software		
• Nitris DX		
• One year of Avid Expert Plus Support		
• One year Extended Hardware Coverage 		
(includes advance hardware replacement)		

Save almost $2,300 (about 25%) when compared to purchasing
individually (hardware is only $3,204 with this option). Plus, with the
included Avid Expert Plus Support, you get one year of complimentary
software upgrades!
Get a high-performance Nitris DX bundle for only $800 more than
purchasing Media Composer with Expert Plus support and a popular
third-party card (valued at $6,195).

Symphony Artist bundle, includes:
$13,999
• Symphony software ($5,999)		
• Nitris DX ($5,499)		
• 3D Option Card ($2,499)		
• Artist Color control surface ($1,666.95)
• One year of Avid Expert Plus Support
($1,500, plus approximately $499 worth
of complimentary software upgrades)
• One year Extended Hardware Coverage
(includes advance hardware replacement)

With a total value of approximately $17,662.95 if purchased
separately, you save over 20% on this bundle—and it includes
Avid Expert Plus Support, which comes with one year of complimentary
software upgrades!

Symphony System bundle, includes:
$21,999
• Symphony software		
• Nitris DX		
• 3D Option Card
• Artist Color control surface
• Loaded Mac or HP workstation
• One year of Avid Expert Plus Support
• One year Extended Hardware Coverage
(includes advance hardware replacement)

Get all of the same savings as above, plus a Mac or PC workstation.
And with the included Avid Expert Plus Support, you get one year of
complimentary software upgrades!

Rock-solid reliability—with affordable support

Avid Advantage Support

When things don’t go as expected, don’t waste downtime trying
to troubleshoot workflow issues or money sending out your
defective third-party card for replacement—get the legendary
reliability of Nitris DX, coupled with the fine-tuned performance
of Avid hardware and software. To keep an eye on things
and avoid surprises, Nitris DX monitors its inlet and silicon
temperature, power supply voltages, fan speed, and connectivity
with the host, and provides comprehensive, easy-to-use
customer diagnostics tools.

Extended
Hardware
Coverage

Provides advance replacement in the unlikely event
of a hardware problem. One year of coverage is
included with all Nitris DX purchases, including the
standalone hardware and bundles.

Expert

Includes 7x24 access with 24-hour response, basic
phone support, standard escalation, and optional
hardware coverage.

Expert
Plus

Includes 7x24 access with 4-hour response,
priority phone support, Code Blue escalation,
complimentary software upgrades, and optional
hardware coverage. One year of Expert Plus
Support is included with all Avid editing hardware/
software bundles mentioned above (hardware is
covered for the first year under Extended
Hardware Coverage).

Elite

Includes 7x24 access with a 1-hour response,
highest priority phone support, Code Blue
escalation, complimentary software upgrades,
hardware coverage, and the most proactive support
you can get with system monitoring and
complimentary health checks.

Couple this with one year of Avid Expert Plus Support, included
with all Avid editing hardware/software bundles listed above,
and you can rest easy. Here’s a look at the various tiers of Avid
Advantage Support.

Nitris DX specifications–Get advanced, extensive, facility-class I/O
with onboard DNxHD and/or AVC-Intra video acceleration

For use with the following Avid creative tools:
• Media Composer
• NewsCutter
• Symphony

Outputs
• SDI
- SD SDI (1)
- HD SDI (2) (HD-SDI—Outputs A and B are identical, not selectable)

features

- Dual-link HD-SDI (RGB 4:4:4)—Outputs A & B

• Dual-link HD-RGB input and output

• Analog video

• Real-time DNxHD encoding/decoding (two streams)

- Component (HD, SD)

• Resize of thin raster formats (e.g., HDV, XDCAM EX)

- Composite (SD)

• Simultaneous, synchronized live outputs

- S-Video (SD)

• HDMI output

• HDMI—All rates supported

• Variable speed fan
• Dual sync inputs (configurable for one single passive loop-through or two 75-ohm
terminated)
• Options: DNxHD and AVC-I modules (up to two of any combination may be installed)

• Analog audio
- 4 ch balanced XLR
- 2 ch balanced TRS
• Digital audio
- 8 ch AES (XLR via breakout cable)

Connectivity
Inputs

- 8 ch ADAT

• SDI

- 2 ch optical S/PDIF
- SDI embedded audio: 8 channels on SD-SDI, 16 on HD-SDI

- SD SDI (1)

• LTC

- HD SDI (2)

• Sync (loop through)

• HD-SDI—Input A

• Audio Word clock

- Dual-link HD-SDI (RGB 4:4:4)—Inputs A & B
• Analog video

Dimensions

- Component (HD, SD)

2U rack (W x D): 19 x 9.7 inches (48.3 x 24.7 cm)

- Composite (SD)

Weight: 13 lbs (6 kg)

- S-Video (SD)
• Analog audio

Power

- 4 ch balanced XLR

75W typical, 113W maximum

- 2 ch balanced TRS
• Digital audio
- 8 ch AES (XLR via breakout cable)
- 8 ch ADAT
- 2 ch optical S/PDIF
- 8 channels of SDI embedded audio
• LTC
• Sync (Black Burst or Tri-level)

For more information visit avid.com/mc
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